We describe a system for fabricating prescribed numbers of ion track nanochannels and nanowires from a few hundred down to one. It consists of two parts: First, a mobile TAPE TRANSPORT SYSTEM, which, in connection with an ion beam from a heavy-ion accelerator (nuclear charge Z above 18 and specific energy between 1 and 10 MeV/nucleon) tuned down to low flux density by means of defocusing and a set of sensitive fluorescence screens, can fabricate a series of equidistant irradiation spots on a tape, whereby each spot corresponds to a preset number of ion tracks. The tape transport system uses films of 36 mm width and thicknesses between 5 and 100 µm. The aiming precision the system depends on the diameter of the installed beam defining aperture, which is between 50 and 500 µm. The distance between neighboring irradiation spots on the tape is variable and typically set to 25 mm. After reaching the preset number of ion counts the irradiation is terminated, the tape is marked and moved to the next position. The irradiated frames are punched out to circular membranes with the irradiation spot in the center. The second part of the setup is a compact CONDUCTOMETRIC SYSTEM with 10 picoampere resolution consisting of a computer controlled conductometric cell, sealing the membrane hermetically between two chemically inert half-chambers containing electrodes and filling/flushing openings, and is encased by an electrical shield and a thermal insulation. The ion tracks can be etched to a preset diameter and the system can be programmed to electroreplicate nanochannels in a prescribed sequence of magnetic/nonmagnetic metals, alloys or semiconductors. The goal of our article is to make the scientific community aware of the special features of single ion fabrication and to demonstrate convincingly the significance of controlled etching and electroreplication.
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Abstract
We describe a system for fabricating prescribed numbers of ion track nanochannels and nanowires from a few hundred down to one. It consists of two parts: First, a mobile TAPE TRANSPORT SYSTEM, which, in connection with an ion beam from a heavy-ion accelerator (nuclear charge Z above 18 and specific energy between 1 and 10 MeV/nucleon) tuned down to low flux density by means of defocusing and a set of sensitive fluorescence screens, can fabricate a series of equidistant irradiation spots on a tape, whereby each spot corresponds to a preset number of ion tracks. The tape transport system uses films of 36 mm width and thicknesses between 5 and 100 µm. The aiming precision the system depends on the diameter of the installed beam defining aperture, which is between 50 and 500 µm. The distance between neighboring irradiation spots on the tape is variable and typically set to 25 mm. After reaching the preset number of ion counts the irradiation is terminated, the tape is marked and moved to the next position. The irradiated frames are punched out to circular membranes with the irradiation spot in the center. The second part of the setup is a compact CONDUCTOMETRIC SYSTEM with 10 picoampere resolution consisting of a computer controlled conductometric cell, sealing the membrane hermetically between two chemically inert half-chambers containing electrodes and filling/flushing openings, and is encased by an electrical shield and a thermal insulation. The ion tracks can be etched to a preset diameter and the system can be programmed to electroreplicate nanochannels in a prescribed sequence of magnetic/nonmagnetic metals, alloys or semiconductors. The goal of our article is to make the scientific community aware of the special features of single ion fabrication and to demonstrate convincingly the significance of controlled etching and electroreplication.
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Ion track technology
Ion tracks are the result of the passage of swift heavy ions through solid matter and can be etched selectively in many-preferentially homogeneous and insulating -materials resulting in cones or channels. The smallest dimension corresponds to the size of the activated zone, which is between 6 and 20 nm and depends on the radiation sensitivity of the material. The smoothness of the etched track wall depends on the homogeneity of the used material which is related with its optical transparency. The range of materials which can be etched selectively after ion irradiation comprises minerals, glasses and many 3 9-Dec-09 transparent polymers, among which polycarbonate (PC) and allyl diglycol carbonate (CR-39 1 ) are most widely used. A survey of materials is provided in the classical book by Fleischer, Price, and Walker [1] . Track studies with lengths between 1 and 100 µm are common, usually based on ions heavier than argon in a specific energy range between 1 and 10 MeV/nucleon. For relativistic ions even track lengths up to 700 µm have been observed [2] .
Single ion techniques
Ion tracks were discovered by D.A. Young in 1957 [3] . Their technological potential was soon recognized by Fleischer, Price and Walker [4] who applied the technique for fabricating homoporous biological filter materials [5] which stimulated branching-out research activities in many fields [1] . DeBlois and Bean [6] and Possin [7] performed the first experiments with single ion tracks. They selected single etched channels in thin pieces of muscovite mica containing few natural fission fragment tracks per sample. Artificial ion tracks became possible at cyclotrons [8] [9] [10] [11] and linear accelerators [12] . The technique of single track irradiation was first developed at GSI where the combination of rapid beam switching with single ion detection opened the possibility to fabricate single track membranes predictably [13] [14] [15] [16] , starting with an aperture for a red cell deformability sensor (Fig 1, center) [17] . As the exact location of the ion track is uncritical for this sensor, a small circular aperture of 50 µm diameter was used to place the ion on the polymer foil. For still smaller apertures slit scattering becomes rapidly dominant, increasing with 1/r, where r is the aperture radius. Independently, at GSI an ion microbeam was developed [18] , capable of placing individual ions with a precision of 1.3 µm and demonstrated with a mass production of a regular pattern [19] .
Individual nanochannels and nanowires resulting from single track irradiations have been used in a variety of fields, e.g. as weak links between adjacent superfluid volumes [20] [21] , as pH-sensitive, current rectifying, asymmetric apertures [22] [23] , and as Giant Magnetic Resistance based magnetic field sensors [24] [25] [26] [27] . 
From random to deterministic
The irradiation technique depends on the required spatial distribution of the ion tracks. Usually ion tracks are distributed at random. Random tracks are used to study and modify global properties. Randomness can be an advantage or a disadvantage, depending on the application. In filter applications the problem of multipore configurations exists and is tackled by wide angle irradiations. Fig 1 (left) shows a random distribution of about 100 etched cones of 32 µm diameter in glass. At the given nominal porosity P  0.12 (defined as the product of fluence F and area A of an individual etched track, where F is the number of ions impinging per unit area), about 14 double and 1 triple track configurations were formed. Fig 1 center shows an etched channel of 4 µm diameter, fabricated for red blood cell deformability studies. [17] , [28] Fig 1 (right) 
Alternative techniques
Nanomaterials are being widely used in advanced technologies due to their unique properties inaccessible by other means. Among the variety of nanomaterials, materials containing nanochannels and nanowires attract increasing interest. First of all, this is caused by the revolutionary potential of the resistive-pulse sensing method that can be applied to detect and analyze important biological macromolecules [29] [30] . As the sensitivity of the resistive-pulse technique increases with decreasing pore diameter and length, numerous approaches have been suggested to produce nanopores in thin foils, which are presented in recent review papers [31] [32] . Another promising application of abiotic nanopores is to simulate the functions of biological channels formed by transmembrane proteins [33] . Recent studies performed on synthetic nanopores have provided valuable information on the transport of ions and neutral particles through the pores as small as some nanometers in diameter [34] [35] . The knowledge of physical mechanisms governing the transport processes on the nanometer scale is expected to lead to integrated sample preparation and analysis systems [36] . Apart from individual nanopores, nanomaterials prepared by the so-called membrane based template synthesis [37] are also a subject of research and development activities in many laboratories. Focused electron and ion beams (FIB) are being used to fabricate pores down to diameters of a few nanometers [38] . Especially elegant are those methods which allow operating with a single nanopore or with a preset number of nanopores [38] [39] . While FIB is particularly useful for thin membranes and pores of a few nanometers diameter, the ion track technique provides substantially higher aspect ratios up to about 10 4 . For building devices with precisely tunable mass transport, the ion track technique is a good choice because it offers the possibility to control in a wide range both the number of pores, the pore geometry and the aspect ratio [40] . We would like to highlight here two interesting alternatives to the single-ion fabrication technique, among which the single contact technique developed at EPFL [41] and the embedded membrane technique developed at GSI in collaboration with TU Munich [42] [43] are most closely related with the work described here. First, the single contact technique uses multiporous ion track membranes. Both sides of the membrane are coated with a thin metal film. One metal film serves as cathode, the other metal film is placed closer to the anode and has a potential floating between anode and cathode potential. The wires grow at slightly different velocities from the cathode film toward the floating electrode film. As soon as the fastest growing wire contacts the floating film, its potential drop is used to terminate the electrodeposition process. In this way exclusively the resistance of the contacted single nanowire can be measured among numerous semi-completed nanowires. The technique can be applied to multiporous templates of alumina, polyimide, and polycarbonate. [44] Second, the embedded membrane technique is a combination of single-ion pores with self-assembled biopores [42] . It uses a large single-ion pore as a carrier frame to stabilize a lipid bilayer membrane acting as septum in a conductometric cell. One compartment of the conductometric cell contains subunits of self-assembling biological pores. As soon as the first pore has been self-assembled, the pore can be used to detect single and double stranded DNA fragments.
Goal of this report
The goal of our article is to make the scientific community aware of the special features of single ion channel fabrication and to demonstrate convincingly the possibility of controlled etching and electroreplication. We provide here an overview of available equipment and techniques to irradiate, etch and replicate individual ion tracks and describe the necessary equipment for fabrication of single-ion track micro-and nanostructures, including irradiation, etching and electroreplication. Etching can be interrupted as soon as the desired size is reached. The etched channel can be filled with another material 9-Dec-09 by electrodeposition. The composition of the deposited material can be programmed and the electrodeposition can be interrupted at a prescribed wire length or bud diameter. Examples of fabricated channels and wires resulting from the described apparatus are provided. Our goal is to present the unique irradiation facilities offered by GSI and Uppsala and to provide a survey of applications in various fields, ranging from biosensors to spintronic devices.
Piercing polymer foils with a preset number of ions

Ion beam requirements
The energy of the incoming ion must be sufficient to penetrate the vacuum window, the tape, and the sensitive zone of the detector, whereby the flux density of the ion beam has to be reduced to be able to switch the ion beam reliably off after the arrival of one or a preset number of ions. Therefore we describe here the special requirements for preparing an ion beam with sufficiently reduced flux density.
For wide beam irradiations, such as in filter production, the beam is usually swept over the sample area at full intensity. This is not the case in single ion irradiations where the beam flux density has to be decreased by several orders of magnitude to ensure sufficient low count rate to switch the beam off after a precise number of ions have passed through the beam defining aperture and through the target material. For this purpose, the beam intensity of the accelerator needs to be reduced in steps. First, using a Faraday cup, the ion beam is decreased to an intensity below 1 particle nA corresponding to the lower limit of convenient current measurements. Second, using a series of fluorescent screens placed along the beamline as monitors, the intensity is decreased by about five orders of magnitude by defocusing the ion beam while keeping it on the prescribed beam-line axis. We use as fluorescent material Al 2 O 3 , CdWO 4 and ZnS with respectively increasing sensitivities. When reaching the lower limit of the most sensitive screen (ZnS), the detector pulse rate is checked and the defocusing is readjusted to a count rate compatible with the shutter speed. For single-ion irradiations we use a count rate of typically 10 ions per second. For a critical aperture of 0.4 mm diameter this corresponds to a flux density of roughly 10 4 ions cm -2 s -1 .
Tape transport system
The compact and mobile tape transport system (shown in Fig 2 and Fig 3) is usually attached to an ion accelerator (nuclear charge Z above ~18 and specific energy between 1 and 10 MeV/nucleon) but can in principle be used even with a tiny fission fragment source. In contrast to its precursor, the tape transport system described here is independent of tape perforations 3 . The ion penetrates a thin film vacuum window (4 µm polyethylene terephthalate, PET) separating the accelerator vacuum from the tape irradiation system which is at ambient pressure. After having detected a preset number of ions, the ion beam is switched off by an electrostatic deflector, which is part of the accelerator, the tape is marked by a needle printer and the polymer foil is shifted to a new position. The shutter time has to be short compared with the average time between ion counting events. A more detailed description is given in the following . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Controlled fabrication of … 6 9-Dec-09 a video camera for checking the tape transport, a marking indenter and ion detector (below the indenter). The tape transport platform can be attached at two fixed angles with respect to the beam axis corresponding to an ion incidence on the tape of 90º (shown here) and 35º.
Low flux beam diagnostics
Video camera 1 is mounted inside the vacuum system and serves for observing the fluorescent screen continuously. The retractable fluorescent screen is the last but most sensitive screen in a series of three fluorescent screens arranged along the beam-line. It consists of a ZnS based phosphor which was Video  Camera 2 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Controlled fabrication of … 7 9-Dec-09 paint-brushed on its backing plate from a suspension of the phosphor in an aqueous solution of sodium silicate, which serves as a binder. With this screen it is possible to observe ion beams down to about 10 3 particles cm -2 s -1 . The center bore of the fluorescent screen permits passing the beam through the electron repeller onto the retractable Faraday cup. The fluorescent screen has to be protected from rapid fading at beam intensities above 10 particle pA by retracting it from the ion beam. The electron repeller is used as the entrance aperture of a Faraday cup. It can be set on negative (repelling) potential with respect to the Faraday cup to prevent secondary electrons from escaping and falsifying the current measurement. The Faraday cup can be connected to a current digitizer or a pico-amperemeter and used for calibrating high beam intensities >100 particle pA. It has to be inserted at high beam intensities to protect the ion detector from fading. The Faraday cup is withdrawn from the beam when reaching sufficiently low intensity for being able to use the fluorescent screen. The beam-defining aperture restricts the ion beam to a small spot on the polymer tape and is covered by a vacuum window consisting of a thin polymer foil (4 µm PET) attached to it by double adhesive from the outside of the vacuum system. To reduce ion scattering from the rim of the aperture we use apertures with rather large diameters between 50 and 500 µm.
Performing an irradiation
The tape transport uses guide rolls with tilted edges to keep the tape centered. The tape is kept under a defined mechanical tension by counteracting drive motors and its movement is remotely observed with Video Camera 2. After reaching the preset number of hits, the tape stepper roll pulls the tape to the next irradiation position. The irradiation points can be placed at preset distances along the axis of the polymer film. We use frame sizes of typically 25 mm. As ion detector we use a silicon PIN diode from Hamamatsu 5 with an active area of about 4x4 mm 2 . In comparison to regular photo diodes, infrared sensitive PIN diodes have a large depletion depth and can be easily used for ion detection up to ion ranges between 20 and 30 µm corresponding roughly to specific ion energies between 2 and 3 MeV/nucleon. For thin tapes with thicknesses d < 50 µm a polymer foil of approximate thickness d' ~ (50 -d) µm was placed in front of the tape to reduce the energy of the incident ion. In this way, the PIN diode could be used as an energy sensitive detector even for thin tapes. The needle printer marks the irradiation spot at the margin of the tape by an indention visible to the naked eye. After completing the tape irradiation, the indention is used for punching out circular disks of 18 or 25 mm diameter from the tape, whereby the punching tool is placed with respect to the indention. In this way circular disks are obtained containing the required number of ion tracks in their center. Irradiation frames containing the preset number of ion tracks within a preset pulse height window are marked as good by a broad indent (9 pins). All other irradiation frames, usually less than 1% of the irradiations, are marked as bad by a 1 pin indent and can be recognized and discarded during the punching. Bad irradiations can be the result of shutter delay or random coincidences. They can also result from particles scattered at the rim of the beam defining aperture, arriving at the detector with reduced energy. In principle, the probability of bad events can be further suppressed by a coincidence arrangement consisting of two detectors, a thin film E detector placed before the tape combined with an E detector placed after the tape. Toward this goal, a thin film E detector was developed by Thungström et al. [45] and tested but not used hitherto.
The detector signal is fed to an amplifier stage and shaping filter. The electronic system was tested with a separate PIN diode irradiated by a weak alpha source [6] .The pulse height distribution of a tape irradiation is shown in 
Digital control system
The tape irradiation is controlled by a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) [16] controlled via Ethernet from a host computer. The FPGA opens the beam shutter, digitizes the detector pulses, determines pulse height and counts the pulses. The ion detector is placed as close as possible behind the polymer film. The detector pulses are amplified by a preamplifier followed by a signal shaper and a fast analog to digital converter. The signal is amplified and shaped in order to minimize the influence of noise and pulse tail. After reaching the preset number of pulses, the digital pulse processor closes the beam shutter and shifts the tape to a new position. The detector efficiency is monitored during the tape irradiation. Detector degradation is characterized by gradually decreasing pulse height. The effect becomes important for very high total counts deposited within the irradiated spot on the ion detector. No apparent detector degradation was found up to 10 4 pulse counts within a spot size of about 0.5 mm diameter, corresponding to a fluence of 510 6 ions/cm 2 .
User interface
The tape transport is controlled by a LabVIEW 7 code 8 . A module settings is used for setting the parameters of a data acquisition card, which provides eight digital input/output lines and two counters. A module estimates is used to estimate the number of available frames on the tape from the roll diameter and the tape thickness. The total irradiation time is estimated from the number of frames irradiated per second and the total number of frames to be irradiated. A module count rate is used for adjusting the average count rate to a value compatible with the times needed for pulse processing, shutter speed and transport time. We use typically 10 counts per second for single-ion irradiations. A module pulse shape permits to view the pulse shape of individual pulses, to adjust pulse amplification and -if necessary -to add tape thickness for reducing the pulse height to a value compatible with the detector thickness. The occurrence of coincident events can be minimized by reducing the ion beam intensity. A module irradiate is used to set the number of ions per frame and the total number of frames to be irradiated. For each irradiation a record is saved on hard disk.
Single ion track etching and replication
Conductometric system
We use a thermostated, thermally insulated, electrically shielded conductometric cell [46] inspired by contacts between Dubna and GSI [9] (Fig 5) in connection with a sensitive current amplifier for controlled etching. The two cell halves are machined of polychlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE) with 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Controlled fabrication of … 9 9-Dec-09 polished flat ends for improved sealing of the membrane and are compressed by a spring loaded tightening screw. The electrodes and filling/flushing tubes are accessible during operation through a slit. The electrolyte can be removed automatically after reaching a desired pore diameter / wire length / bud diameter. The electric current is recorded as function of time and -after calibration -yields a direct reading of the actual channel diameter / wire length / bud diameter. Leak currents suppressed a compression seal. The electrolyte is maintained at a preset temperature and the whole assembly is shielded electrically and thermally by a metallic case. Electrodes and flushing tubes are plugged-in from the top. The growth of the ion track channels is controlled in real-time by electric current measurements down to the sub nA range. To minimize electrode polarization, a sinusoidal voltage with amplitudes below 0.1 V is used permitting to determine membrane thickness and channel diameter.
Track replication
For electro-replication of the etched ion track channel, the membrane is coated on one side with a metal electrode and inserted into a modified conductometric cell in which the right chamber is replaced by a block of copper serving as cathode. The left chamber is filled with an electrolyte containing the metal or semiconductor ions.
Computer interface
The principle of the data acquisition system is shown in Fig 6. The computer controls the data acquisition card, which converts the digital signal from the computer into an analog voltage, which is applied to the conductometric cell. The output of the conductometric cell is connected with the input of a pico-amperemeter converting current into voltage. Its output voltage is connected via an analog to digital converter to the computer. The current through the etched ion track channel is measured and analyzed using a LabVIEW 7 based graphical user interface Spring 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 65 9-Dec-09 Fig 6 Principle of the data acquisition system 11 consisting of a computer, a data acquisition card (DAQ Card 12 ) containing one digital to analog converter (DAC) and two analog to digital converters (ADC), the conductometric cell, and a current amplifier (picoamperemeter).
User interface
One module defines the parameters of the data acquisition board. The next module selects among four modes: The normal operation of the system, the optional use of relays for filling or flushing the electrolyte, the automatic switching between various function generators, and the conditional switching of the applied output voltage. Another module selects among different output function generators with arbitrary shape, amplitude, bias, and frequency. A module exists for calibrating the current amplifier. A module exists for setting the data acquisition parameters, in particular scan rate and time limit of the data acquisition. It provides two acquisition modes: The dc mode acquires current and voltage as a normal time series of data points. The lock-in mode requires a periodic output voltage for determining the phase relation between input voltage and output current. Another module displays the acquired raw data and stores selected data as a new file. It zooms, averages, compresses, and restricts raw data. The selected data are passed to an intermediate storage from which they can be accessed by other modules for further treatment and display. The module can alternatively display all data, only data acquired within a given time interval, all data from a set time onward, and a chart display showing only the most actual data points. The density of the displayed data points is automatically adapted to the screen resolution and can be increased or decreased in steps. Furthermore, a calculation module exists providing a set of subprograms to determine membrane thickness, track etch rate, channel diameter, and wire diameter. In addition, it comprises a conditional option for changing the voltage or switching a relay when reaching a specific threshold. For ion track etching a shape selector exists corresponding to cylindrical, single-cone and double conical shapes. Its output data can be passed to a display module. The module can be used to determine membrane thickness, track etch ratio, channel diameter, and wire length.
Single-ion track applications
Etching of single track
Real-time controlled etching was applied to single ion track etching (Fig 7) . The example demonstrates four steps of extracting results from raw data: break-through time, track etch rate, bulk etch rate, etched track diameter, radius of latent track core (the preferentially etched zone), radius of latent track halo (the cross-linked part of the latent ion track). Experimental parameters: single ion track ( 
Probability of double tracks
Assuming a circular beam spot size of radius R with N etched ion tracks of radius r one obtains a probability for the occurrence of double pores formed by exactly two pores according to (Eq. 1) 
Modifying cone angle
Ion track etching is governed by the selective removal of the latent ion track by the etch medium as compared to the pristine material. [40] Over short distances, in comparison with the total range of the ion in the solid, the cone half-angle  depends on the track etch ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the track etch rate v t and the bulk etch rate v g according to 9-Dec-09
The cone half-angle  can be increased either by increasing v g or by decreasing v t . In polymers, v g can be increased by adding organic solvents to the etching solution, in case of PET and polycarbonate (PC) by methanol being added to the basic etchant. On the other hand, the track etch rate v t can be decreased by thermal annealing before etching is started. This, too, will increase the cone half angle . Conical nanopores are obtained by etching a single ion track membrane from one side only and the asymmetry can be accentuated by retracting the etch-active OH -ions from the etching tip [22] .
Asymmetric single pores
In polymers containing oxygen in the backbone of the polymer strand, such as PET and PC, dangling carboxylic groups (R-COOH) are formed on the etched wall and still remain there after flushing off the etch medium. The resulting charged conical nanopores provide a possibility of current rectification. Since the effect depends on pH it can be used as a basis for sensor development. The current-voltage characteristic can be compared with an electrical diode, however, it rather obeys a power law [34] than an exponential function. The charged groups can be used to attach other groups or biomolecules to the pore walls. But even covalent bonding can be used for attachment if appropriate functional groups exist on the etched surface. This is a starting point for biospecific single-channel sensors [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] .
Surfactant assisted etching
Cylindrical tracks are obtained if  is very small, i.e. if the track etch rate v t is large in comparison with the bulk etch rate v g (Eq. 2). In minerals such as mica track etch ratios above 1000 are possible. For polymers, a special technique was developed at Dubna [61] , reducing the surface attack by a monolayer of surfactant molecules unable to penetrate into the etching zone of the ion track (Fig 9) . On this basis, using as surfactant alkyldiphenyloxide disulfonate (Dowfax 2A1), the shape of the etched pore channel can be made cylindrical or even cigar-like, as the case requires. The geometry of the pore is governed by the interplay between protection, attack, and diffusion of both etchant and surfactant molecules. Under slow etching conditions, the selectivity of ion track etching was increased, leading to nearly cylindrical channels [62] (Fig 10) . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Controlled fabrication of … 14 9-Dec-09
Fig 10
Single wire 16 [62] ; Copper replica of cylindrical ion track channel, electro deposited at 10 nA maximum current. Diameter 2.2 μm, length 25.6 μm, bud diameter (visible at bottom) 31±3 μm.
Magnetoresistance of homogeneous wires
The magnetoresistance of homogeneous magnetic wires depends strongly on the direction of the applied magnetic field with respect to the wire axis and is termed Anisotropic Magnetic Resistance (AMR), which obtains its maximum if the magnetic field direction is at 90º with respect to the wire axis. The anisotropic magnetoresistance ratio, AMR ratio, is defined as MR [%] = 100 (R max -R min )/R min , where R max and R min is the resistance at zero and saturation field, respectively. Fig 11 displays the magnetoresistance curves of a Ni nanowire in a single-channel template with a channel diameter of (500±50) nm. The AMR curves exhibit the usual dependence on the direction of the applied magnetic field. In the direction parallel to the wire (0º), the effect of the magnetic field on the resistance is very small and the MR ratio is almost zero, while in the direction perpendicular to the wire (90º), the MR effect has a maximum. An AMR ratio of 1.0 % was observed for a Ni nanowire, which is typical of this system. Without magnetic field, the resistance of a Ni nanowire is 198.2 . Here, length and diameter of the nanowire are 30 µm and 500 nm, respectively. Therefore, the resistivity is estimated to be around 130 m confirming that the electrodeposited nanowire has metallic state.
Fig 11
Magnetoresistance of a Ni nanowire 17 electrodeposited in a single channel with diameter (500±50) nm.
Magnetoresistance of layered wires
Electro-deposition is a technique for selective deposition of metals according to their electronegativity, such as the "standard electrode potential". Pulsed current electro-deposition can be applied to obtain a metallic multilayered structure. If the electrode voltage is switched between two levels, one obtains metal deposits differing on the basis of their electro-negativity. A mixed electrolyte, containing copper as well as cobalt ions, deposits pure copper at low deposition voltage and an alloy of copper and cobalt at high deposition voltage. If the electrolyte contains a large fraction of cobalt, the resulting alloy contains predominantly cobalt and is magnetic. Neighboring magnetic layers can have parallel or antiparallel magnetic orientation. The orientation and electric resistance of the multilayer wire depends on the applied external magnetic field. The magnetic orientation of thin layers can be flipped by spin-polarized electrons from the next layer. This opens a route to spin-dependent devices [63] [64] .
Periodic potential variations are needed for the fabrication of magnetic/nonmagnetic multilayer structures with anti-parallel spontaneous magnetization. The electric resistance of the wire decreases with increasing magnetic field (Giant Magneto Resistivity, GMR, effect). Thereby a gradual transition from anti-parallel to parallel orientation of neighboring magnetic slabs is induced. Fig 12 displays the angular dependence of the normalized resistance measured at a magnetic field of 10 kOe for a Ni nanowire in a single-channel template with a channel diameter (500±50) nm,  being the angle between the applied magnetic field and the wire axis (= direction of current). The normalized resistance depends roughly on cos2. This result confirms that the track-etched polycarbonate film has straight channels perpendicular to its surface Fig 12 Magnetoresistance of Co/Cu multilayered nanowire 18 with length 30 µm electrodeposited in polycarbonate nanochannels. The layer thickness of Co and Cu is 10 nm. [27] 4.9. Relevance of resistance for magnetic sensors A systematic study of single wires obtained with the single contact technique developed at EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland [41] shows, as expected, a linear increase of the resistance with increasing ratio of wire length and wire cross sectional area (Fig 13 a) . Surprisingly, the Anisotropic Magneto Resistance (AMR) ratio, characterizing the sensitivity of such sensors, increases with increasing resistance (Fig 13  b) . 9-Dec-09 
Conclusions and Outlook
Heavy ion accelerators have paved the way to a widespread use of ion tracks as a precision tool. The technique is capable of generating individual micro-and nanochannels with unprecedented aspect ratios at arbitrary tilt angles. We have described here the possibilities of irradiations with a preset number of ion tracks from some hundred down to one.
On the basis of single-track studies it became possible to control the diameter of etched channels with high precision. The developed techniques can be transferred to random multi-track systems as well as to scanned single-ion microbeams enabling regular pattern of individual objects. In the future such aimed ion microbeams with single-ion detection can be expected to enable unique applications.
Etched ion tracks can be shaped into conical pores with asymmetric current-voltage characteristic, similar to electrical diodes. Their electrical resistance can tell about the pH of the electrolyte filling the pores. The pores can be rendered biospecific by attaching DNA or enzymes translating the concentration of a substrate molecule into an electrical signal.
Self-assembling surfactant monolayers can be used to control the channel geometry. This concept may enable unexpected new shapes in the future.
Using single ion channels it is possible to fabricate magnetic multilayers with stable electrical contacts. This should promote further studies and the development of devices, such as spin-valves.
Using individual ions, objects down to the nanoscopic scale can be fabricated. They may act as quasi one-dimensional objects if the size of interacting particles becomes comparable to their diameter. On the other hand, wide channels could be used to grow and erode superlattices in "slow motion", closing the technological gap between template synthesis and epitaxial growth.
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